A recent development in text compression is a "block sorting" algorithm which permutes the input text according to a special sort procedure and then processes the permuted text with Move-to-Front and a final statistical compressor. The technique combines good speed with excellent compression performance. This paper investigates the fundamental operation of the algorithm and presents some improvements based on that analysis.
Introduction
A recent report by Burrows and Wheeler [1] describes a novel text compressor which permutes the entire input and then compresses that permutation. The authors state that their "algorithm achieves speed comparable to algorithms based on the techniques of Lempel and Ziv, but obtains compression close to the best statistical modelling techniques". Subsequent work by Fenwick [2] and Wheeler [3] has confirmed this statement; even though statistical compressors have had significant recent improvement, the original block sorting algorithm has also been improved. It continues to match all but the best statistical compressors in compression, while exceeding them in speed.
The compression technique is known by several names. Burrows and Wheeler initially described it as "block sorting". Later Wheeler used the terms "block reduction" and "block expansion" for the compression and expansion operations, and more recently Nelson [4] has described the technique as the "Burrows-Wheeler Transform" (BWT). The term " Burrows- Wheeler Transform" appears to be gaining popularity and is included in the title of this paper, even though the term "block sorting" is retained throughout the text.
The BZIP routine of Seward [5] implements the ideas of this paper, using the "structured model" of section 6.2 and is released through the Free Software Foundation. The original version of BZIP had the same compression performance as the author's routines and will be used to illustrate block-sorting performance; the released version has a different final coder and slightly poorer compression.
The project described in this paper was intended to answer the following questions-1. What are the principles which really underly the operation of the compressor, and how does it relate to other, better established, compression techniques?
2. It achieves good compression with a Huffman final coder, whereas the best compressors now use high-order arithmetic coders. What improvements might result from using these better coders?
3. Are there alternatives to the context-based sort or MTF which give better compression?
The first two questions are the main ones addressed in this paper, with the basic sorting and MTF operation taken "as given" after some initial experiments. Some alternative permutations and their coding have now been addressed by Arnavut and Magliveras [6] .
During work on the block sorting algorithm, it became apparent that it is in many respects quite different from better known compressors. Not only does it require a new understanding of modelling techniques in its final compression stage, but it also differs at a much more fundamental level, appearing to be a representative of a "new" class of compression algorithms. This paper emphasises the philosophy underlying the operation of block sorting compression and includes the results of some compressors including the new modelling techniques.
The Block Sorting Transformations
The unique part of block sorting compression is two quite separate transformations, a forward transformation which permutes the input data into a form which is easily compressed, and a matching reverse transformation which recovers the original input from the permuted data. The data is always considered in blocks which may be as large as the entire file or may be a few tens or hundreds of kilobytes. A block sorting compressor operates in three distinct stages -
1. An initial sort permutes the input text 2. The permuted text is processed by a Move-to-Front operation 3. The Move-to-Front output is processed by a statistical compressor.
The block sorting forward transformation
There are two approaches to describing the forward transformation. Burrows and Wheeler describe it as the steps -1. Write the entire input as the first row of a matrix, one symbol per column 2. Form all cyclic permutations of that row and write them as the other rows of the matrix 3. Sort the matrix rows according to the lexicographical order of the elements of the rows 4. Take as output the final column of the sorted matrix, together with the number of the row which corresponds to the original input In terms which are more familiar to workers in data compression, the transformation may be described as -1. Sort the input symbols, using as a key for each symbol the symbols which immediately follow it, to whatever length is needed to resolve the comparison. The symbols are therefore sorted according to their following contexts, whereas conventional data compression uses the preceding contexts. (Some implementations do use preceding contexts, but the discussion is easier with following contexts.) 2. Take as output the sorted symbols, together with the position in that output of the last symbol of the input data.
The block sorting reverse transformation
The reverse transformation depends on two observations -1. The transformed input data is a permutation of the original input symbols 2. Sorting the permuted data gives the first symbol of each of the sorted contexts But the transmitted data is ordered according to the contexts, so the n-th symbol transmitted corresponds to the n-th ordered context, of which we know the first symbol. So, given a symbol s in position i of the transmitted text, we find that position i within the ordered contexts contains the j-th occurrence of symbol t; this is the next emitted symbol. We then go to the j-th occurrence of t in the transmitted data and obtain its corresponding context symbol as the next symbol. The position of the symbol corresponding to the first context is needed to locate the last symbol of the output. From there we can traverse the entire transmitted data to recover the original text.
Illustration of the transformations.
To illustrate the operations of coding and decoding we consider the text "mississippi" as shown in Figure 1 . The first context is "imississip" for symbol p, the second is "ippimissis" for symbol s, and so on. The permuted text is then "pssmipissii", and the initial index is 5 (marked with "→"), because the fifth context corresponds to the original text. To finally recover the text, we start at the indicated position (5) and immediately link to 4. The sorted received symbol there yields the desired symbol m and its immediately following context symbol, the fourth i. We then link to 11 get the i, and so on for the rest of the data, stopping on a symbol count or the return to the start of the file.
Move To Front coding
Most contexts permit only a few following symbols; if we collect together similar contexts so too do we restrict the symbols which may occur. MTF coding assumes that symbols can be ranked according to their "recency", or the closeness of their last occurrence.
The compressor maintains a list of symbols; when a symbol is encountered its position or rank in the list is emitted as the value to the coder and the symbol is then moved to the front of the list. The effect is that more frequently-used symbols stay closer to the front of the list, while less frequently-used symbols drift to the back of the list. Smaller list ranks tend to be more frequent and can be emitted with shorter codes, while the less frequent larger ranks require longer codes.
Move-To-Front can itself be used as the basis for a text compressor, with a variablelength or statistical coder as an output stage. An example is the "Move-to-Front" compressor of Bentley et al [7] which uses words as the fundamental coding unit; in this paper we use 8-bit bytes as the unit of MTF coding.
Implementation and Results
The original BW94 implementation of Burrows and Wheeler used Huffman coding of the MTF output, with encoding of runs of rank-0 codes. The current work was done entirely with arithmetic coding because such coders were readily available and because it was felt that they should give better compression than Huffman coding. A version of block sorting was implemented with a simple order-0 arithmetic compressor as its final stage (257 symbols and no historical or context information) and tested on the files of the Calgary compression corpus 1 , with the results shown in Table 1 . Following accepted convention, all compression results will be expressed as output_bits / input_bytes (a value of 2.0 implies compression to 25% of the original size) and we compare compressors using a simple unweighted mean of the individual results.
Results from this compressor are included as "bsOrder0" in Table 1 , together with "BW94" (the results from the original paper by Burrows and Wheeler) . The standard when the BW94 algorithm was announced was Moffat's PPMC [8] . Comparisons with more recent compressors are given later. The newer bsOrder0 suffers in comparison with BW94 because it does not include run-encoding.
The two block sorting implementations compare well with PPMC for compression performance. Also in Table 1 
Improving the sort speed
Although it has no effect on the final compression, a crucial step in the compression algorithm is the sort phase to reorder the input text. While reasonable speed is obtained from a simple radix sort based on the first digraph of each context, the file PIC is not handled well-it has long runs of 0's and over 80% of it is placed in a single radix-sort bucket. Its runs often require comparisons of thousands of bytes to resolve, leading to very long execution times. These problems are solved by first run-encoding the input text In his later implementation, Wheeler [3] , has a further improvement on the word-oriented sort. It uses a 256-way radix sort and initially stripes bytes across 32-bit words, as described above. The sort buckets (or "groups") are then sorted by size and processed smaller groups first. As each group is completed the low-order 24 bits of each newly-sorted word are replaced by its index in the sort group. This ensures that each sorted symbol is uniquely tagged and comparison strings which include it are resolved immediately.
Statistical Compressors
Statistical compressors rely on coders and coding models which are sensitive to the symbol frequencies and adjust their operation in accordance with those frequencies. Most compressors then adjust symbol frequencies according to their contexts so that most contexts have few preferred symbols and may be emitted with very short codes; this contextual analysis accounts for much of the complexity, execution time and compression performance of these compressors.
2 This approach was discovered independently by Wheeler and the author A different technique was employed by Shannon [9] in his classic paper on the information content of English text. In his experiments a symbol "predictor" determined a probable next symbol, which was accepted or rejected by a "comparator" which could see the incoming text. Shannon presented two alternative methods.
1. The response to an offered symbol is either "CORRECT", or "THE CORRECT VALUE IS …".
2. The predictor must keep suggesting symbols until the correct one is found. The effect is that the predictor ranks the symbols in order of decreasing likelihood and the sequence of NO's and the final YES constitutes a unary coded value of that ranking.
Shannon's second method replaces each symbol by its rank in a list ordered according to symbol likelihood. It is a recoding of the input symbols, with the recoding usually dynamic according to the symbol context. There is an output symbol for each input symbol, and compression relies on the very skew output distribution, with most output symbols being 0 (no error) and able to be emitted with very short codes. A "hybrid" method requires a few YES/NO responses, but then gives the correct answer. It recognises that ranking is difficult and unreliable after the first few symbols, but is also justified by results in the Appendix.
Several compressors may be seen as using symbol ranking, although few have actually used that term or recognised the connection with Shannon's work. Bentley et al [7] describe a Move-To-Front compressor, but with words rather than letters as units. Lelewer and Hirschberg [10] use self-organising lists to store the contexts in a compressor derived from PPM. Howard and Vitter [11] develop a compressor based on PPM, but one which explicitly ranks symbols and emits the rank. Much of their paper is devoted to the final encoder, using combinations of quasi-arithmetic coding and Rice codes. Their final compressor has compression approaching that of PPMC, but is considerably faster. A more recent paper by
Yokoo [12] also describes a compressor based on these ideas.
Interpretation of Block Sorting
Cleary et al [13] showed that the permutation step of block sorting can be achieved using the data structures of their PPM* compressor, so that block sorting is in a sense equivalent to context modelling compressors such as the PPM family. Context modelling compressors are already known to be equivalent to the dictionary compressors of Ziv and Lempel.
Thus despite the initial appearance of the block sorting algorithm being quite different from other data compression algorithms, it clearly relates to established techniques. Its underlying operation is however quite different. For example, quite apart from the initial permutation, it employs high-order contexts without emitting escapes to control the order in the decompressor.
An interpretation following Burrows and Wheeler
We can regard block-sorting compression as a sequence of three processes - fast-changing, the global one is much more stable with relatively constant statistics, even though it is at best an approximation to the true local contexts.
3. The final compression stage exploits the highly skewed frequency distribution from the second stage to produce efficiently-compressed output.
A symbol ranking interpretation
The author has developed an alternative interpretation which considers block sorting as a symbol ranking compressor. In a sequential symbol-ranking compressor each context has its own individual symbol ranking list and the compressor must maintain an appropriate complex of contexts and lists, switching between contexts as individual symbols are processed. In block-sorting compression the Move-to-Front list is used as the current estimate of the symbol ranking. The initial sorting transformation, by collecting together similar contexts, also collects their similar symbol ranking lists. The similar rankings ensure that the preferred symbols usually change relatively slowly and that a single ranking list is adequate for all contexts.
The heart of the operation is therefore the Move-to-Front list, with the initial sorting transformation forming a preprocessor which ensures that the list remains close to its optimum ordering. In comparison with simple Move-to-Front (MTF) we see that it includes contextual information, whereas MTF works entirely from symbol recency -it may be most accurate to regard the sorting phase as a preprocessor for assisting a traditional MTF "compressor".
Sequential compressors such as PPM recognise explicit contexts and develop individual coding models for those contexts. With permuted input text the coder, and especially the decoder, have no precise knowledge of the contexts; changes in the emitted symbol are a very poor indicator of changes in context and we cannot infer context changes from the pattern of emitted symbols. However we can usually assume that the context for one symbol is very similar to that for the preceding symbol and that their symbol rankings are likewise similar.
The ignorance of the precise context is irrelevant; we just assume that it resembles the one we have just handled.
Improved Final Coders
The incentive for this work came from realising that the original block sorting algorithm achieved good performance with a simple Huffman final compression stage, and that better results might be obtained with more complex statistical compressors. Accordingly, this paper deals only with adaptive arithmetic coders in the final stage.
One of the very early discoveries was that conventional "good" compressors gave quite poor performance and that new techniques were needed. Tests with a PPM compressor of variable maximum order gave the results of Table 2 for selected files of the Calgary Corpus;
the "better" the compressor, the worse the results. It is clear that the output of the MTF recoder has little of the context structure on which conventional compressors rely. Figure 2 shows the frequencies of the first few symbol ranks for successive 100 symbol samples of the file PAPER1. The proportion of 0's varies from 65% to 30% and the proportions of 4's from 1% to 8%, even over this short distance. Thus not only must we cope with a highly skewed distribution, but we must also handle one with significant short term variations.
A conventional arithmetic coding model is defined by its symbol alphabet, its total count and its increment. Skewness requires a wide range of symbol frequencies, and a large ratio of total count to increment, while fast adaptation to local variations requires a small alphabet and a total count much closer to the increment to force frequent re-scaling.
These conflicting requirements are resolved by using a hierarchical system of arithmetic coders in which most of the fine structure is captured with small "foreground" models for the few most frequent symbols, with "background" models handling the less frequent symbols.
The simplest such system uses a hierarchy of small "caches", each handling a few moreprobable values and escaping to more-remote members of the hierarchy. For example, a 3-level model of {4-member cache, 16-member cache, full model} compressed the corpus to an average of 2.42 bit/byte, which is a useful improvement over 2.52 of the simple order-0 arithmetic coder. Better results were achieved with the models of the next two sections; both are hierarchical.
Conventional wisdom says that the hierarchy of models is not needed and that a single model will always adjust to the symbol statistics. That is true with a static symbol distribution, but here we are trying to respond to local variations in the frequencies and that demands coders with fast adaptation.
In all cases the arithmetic coding models are tuned by adjusting increment and maximum count. An increment of 16-32 and a total count of 8192-16,384 are reasonable first approximations for most models.
A unary coding model
Shannon's second method in Section 5 elicits a sequence of YES/NO responses which can be handled with a simple binary coding model. A single binary model gives an overall compression of 2.67 bits per byte, improving to 2.56 bits/byte with an order-1 context for the binary models. (If the last symbol was a 0, there is a reasonable chance of it being followed by another 0 of a run; a 1, in the middle of a unary-coded value, is quite likely to be followed by another 1.)
As the relative probability of YES and NO responses changes with successive NO's or erroneous predictions of a symbol, it is advisable to change to a new (binary) arithmetic coding model after each prediction failure, reverting to the base model as we start each new symbol. The one set of order-0 coding models is shared by all symbols, with the coding probabilities being the symbol counts in each model. Thus each digit of the unary code should be handled by a separate binary coding model with its NO signalling an escape to the next model in the sequence. It is shown in the Appendix that after about 6 NO responses it is appropriate to emit the correct symbol instead of forcing more attempts. (The threshold is not at all critical.) This is the "hybrid" Shannon method from Section 5, and gives compression of 2.36 bit/byte on the Corpus.
A Structured coding model
A second coding model exploits the skewness of the distribution, dividing the alphabet of about 256 symbols into successive groups of 1, 2, 4, 8, … symbols, as shown in Figure 3 . If the symbols had an exact 1 / rank distribution (Zipf's law) they would be equally distributed across the entries of the first-level model; there is negligible benefit in adapting the model to the correct distribution. The model as described gives an overall 2.36 bit/byte on the Calgary corpus, the same as for the unary coded models. 
PPMZ
Bloom's recent implementation of PPM [14] ; this is the best compressor known to the author. (Its time for compressing PIC is some hours, even on the fast computer used for these tests.)
GZIP the standard compressor of the GNU software release, operating at level-9 for best compression. At the default level it gives similar compression but takes about half the time.
Burrows and Wheeler state that their method combines the power of statistical compressors with the speed of Ziv-Lempel techniques. This is confirmed here, with bred being nearly as fast as GZIP, but with better compression. Its compression compares well with the state of the art when block-sorting was originally announced (PPMC, 2.43 bit/byte, Table 1 ). BZIP obtains rather better compression, but the speed is halved by the more complex arithmetic final coder. BZIP is about 10 times faster than PPMZ, even with PIC omitted from the PPMZ results. Figure 4 shows the variation of rank frequency with rank for three files of the corpus, plotted on log-log scales. The relative frequency of each rank is approximately of the form prob≈rank -2 (the dotted line in the diagram has the correct slope, but is moved vertically).
Compression and Rank-1 Probability
More-compressible files have a greater slope, while less-compressible have a lesser slope. It is convenient here to use 1-origin numbering for the MTF ranks, instead of the more usual 0-origin numbering, to allow logarithms of the ranks. We have already seen from Section 3 that more compressible files have more correctly predicted symbols. These observations can be used to construct an empirical model relating compressibility to the proportion of correct predictions. If we assume a first rank probability P 1 and that the probability of rank r i is pr i a , we can adjust p and a to obtain a total probability of 1 over the input alphabet (usually 128 or 256 symbols) and then calculate the entropy of that code considered as a source.
Given the initial probability P 1 , Table 4 shows the exponent required to force the total probability to 1, the consequent entropy for the files of the corpus, and with it the actual compression of the files of the Calgary corpus with BZIP. A better view is in Figure 5 , where we plot the predicted entropy (solid line) and measured values as a function of P 1 . Table 4 .
Predicted entropies assuming a power-law distribution of rank frequencies
The fit is excellent, considering that some files show considerable divergence from a strict power law behaviour and that the values are based on only the probability of the rank-0 symbol. Three of the binary files (GEO, OBJ1 and OBJ2 -all labelled) are well above the line and less compressible than the empirical model might indicate. OBJ1 also suffers because it is too small to develop good context statistics, while the larger "book" files benefit from their larger contexts. 
Conclusions
Block sorting data compression is an interesting and novel technique which has been confirmed as a practical data compression scheme, combining high speed with good compression performance. It is already established as a member of the general family of statistical compressors, being realisable in terms of data structures used with moreconventional statistical compressors. The crucial "block-sorting" initial step acts as a preprocessor to the already known Move-to-Front transformation. Together these two operations provide an implementation of a context-dependent "symbol ranking Algorithm" (LPSA) considers a cyclic group of permutations of order n. Communicating one of the group generators and a group exponent may allow a compact specification of a permutation which gives better compression than that provided by the block sorting permutation. The block sorting permutation is then a particular ad hoc permutation which is easily specified for both the forward and reverse permutations; while good it is not necessarily optimum. For the first few symbol-rank values we could code the value as either a unary code or as an "entropy code", where the codeword length is log 2 (1/P i ), and P i is the probability of the i-th symbol. Arithmetic coding will function as an entropy code. Figure A1 shows the two codelengths against rank for a typical symbol distribution as encountered here. A simple unary code is more efficient than the entropy code for values of 6 or less. or the probabilities form a geometric series of common ratio less than (-2), the Huffman tree is degenerate, as shown in Figure A2 . But we have already seen that the n-th symbol here has a probability proportional to n -b ,
where b is about 2. Combining these two results, the Huffman coding tree is found to be degenerate for the first few most probable symbols, with those symbols represented as simple unary codes.
